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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a three-dimensional model
for numerical simulation 0/ steum injection
processes, The mode I describes three-phase flow
0/ uwter, oil, and steam and heat flow in the
reservoir and overburden. The method of solution
sinlultiwreousty solves for the mass and energy

balances and eliminates the need /or iterating on
~be mass transfer (condensation) te~.

Labor(l!ory data are reported for steamflood of
5, 780-cp oil in a 1/4 five-spot sand pack exhibiting
three-dimensional flow ejfects. These experiments
provide additional data for checking accuracy and
assumptions in numerical models.

Comparisons of model results with several sets
of experimental data indicate a need to account for
effects of temperature on relatiue permeability.

Calculated areal conformance of a steamflood ira a
confined /ilje-spot depends strongly upon the
alignment of the x - y grid axes relative to the
diagonal joining injection and production wells. It
has rtot been determined which, if either, of the two
grid types yields the correct areal conformance.

Mode I calculations indicate that steam{iood
pressure level strongly af/ects oil recovery.
Crrlculat ed oil recovery increases with decreasing
pressure level. An example application illustrates
the ability O/ the model formulation to efficievt[y
simulate the single-well, cyclic steam stimulation
problem.

INTRODUCTION

The literature includes many papers treating

various aspects of oil recovery by steamflooding,

hot waterflooding, and steam stimulation. The

papers present laboratory experimental data, field

performance results, models for calculating fluid
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and heat flow, and experimental data regarding

effects of temperature on relative permeability. The

ultimate goal of all this work is a reliable

engineering analysis to estimate oil recovery for a

given mode of operation and to determine alternative

opera:ing conditions to maximize ~il recovery.

Toward thar end, our study proposed to develop

and validate an efficient, threedimensional numerical

model for simulating steam flooding, hot waterflood-

ing, and steam stimulation. Laboratory steamflood

experiments were conducted to provide additional
data for validation. Desired model specifications

included three-dimensional capability and greater

efficiency than reported for previous models.

Omitted from the specifications were temperatt.rre-
dependent relative permeability and steam

distillation effects.
This paper describes the main features of the

three-dimensional, steamflood model developed.

Those features include a new method of solution

that includes implicit water transmissibi lities, that

simultaneously solves for mass and energy

balances, and that eliminates the need for iteration

on the condensation term. Laboratory data are

reported for steamflood in a 1/4 five-spot model
exhibiting three-dimensional flow effects. Numerical

model applications described include comparisons

with experimental data, a representative field-scale

steamflood, and a cyclic steam stimulation example.

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK

Early efforts in mathematical modeling of thermal

methods l-5 concentrated on simulation of the heat

flow and heat loss. Gottfried,6 in his analysis of

in-situ combustion, initiated a series of models

that solve fluid mass balances along with the

energy balance. Davidson et al, 7 presented an

analysis for well performance during cyclic steam

injection. Spillette and Nielsen8 treated hot

water flooding in two dimensions. Shutler described
three-phase models for linearg and twodimensional 10

steamflooding, and Abdalla and Coats* 1 treated a

two-dimensional steamflood model using the IMPES

method of solution. Most recently, Shutler and

Boberg12 presented an approximate analytical
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method for calculating linear steamflood performance.
Willman et al. 3 reported oil recovery curves and

temperature distributions obtained during laboratory

steamflood and hot water floods of viscous oi]s in
linear cores. Crich10w13 presented temperature

distributions obtained during laboratory displace-

ments of cold water by hot water and by steam ~i~a
linear sand pack. Baker 14J 15 gave temperature - r.:

water saturation distributions resulting from cold
water displacement by steam in a disk-shaped s~.nd

pack. Abdalla and Coatsl* reported oil reco~ery

curves for linear-core steamflood, and Shut fer1°

gave oil recovery curves for continuous and bank

injection of steam in a 1/8 five-spot laboratory
model,

Several authors 16-19 have described laboratory
studies of the effect of temperature on relative

permeabilities. In the most recent of those studies,

Wcinbrandt and Ramey 19 concluded that a moderate

100’”1: temperature rise in a water-oil system can

nearly double irreducible water saturation and

reduce residual oil saturation by more than half.

de Haan and van Lookeren20 reported that in their
steam stimulation field operatiofi, only about
one-fourth of injected steam was recovered as

water production. The possible connection between
this observation and the above mentioned effect of

temperature on irreducible water is obvious.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

The model consists of five equations expressing

conservation of energy; conservation of mass for

water, steam, and oil; and steam-water equilibrium.

In finite-difference form, these equations are

H’(lt(-r

-qc + ~ (r$bwsw) = A(Tw(Apw-yw@)-q
w

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(1)

qC + +-Wjj ) = A(Tg (Apg-~gAz) )-qg

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2)

oil

-&i ($bOSO) = A (TO (Apo-YOAZ) ) -qO T

,. .,. . . . . . .,, . .(3)

&[r$(bwSwUw + boSJJo + bgS$Jg)

+ (hj)(pcp)RT]

= A(THAP) + A(TcAT)-qL-qH . . . .(4)

EquiIil]rium

T=TJp)” ”””’ ””o”’’’” (5)5)

The term ,l(T1l.Ap) in Eq. 4 denotes the net

enthalpy flow into the grid block due to interlock

water, steam, and oil mass flow rates. The term qH

is enthalpy production due to fluid production, and

ql. is rate of heat 10SS tO strata above and below
the reservoir formation. Detailed definitions of
these and other terms are given in the Nomenclature.

A verbal statement of the energy equation is

basically “enthalpy in - enthalpy out = change or
gain in internal energy of system, ” where the open

system is the grid block volume, V, and its

contained rock and fluids. This energy balance is
rigorous except for kinetic energy and potential
energy terms, which have been neglected.

The transmissibilities for flow between any two

blocks require some effective or average interlock

vaIues of relative permeability, formation volume
factor, viscosity, and in the case of the energy

equation, enthalpy. Relative permeability and

enthalpy are weighted 100 percent upstream.

Formation volume factor and viscosity are, in most

cases, evaluated as the arithmetic average of the

values in the two blocks.

Tables of rela_tive permeabil~ty and capillary

pressure vs saturation are read into the simulator

for two-phase water-oil and gas-oil systems.

Three-phase relative permeabilities are then

calculated using Stone’s method,21 Linear inter-

polation is used between adjacent entries in the

tables. Viscosities are entered into the simulator

as tabular functions of temperature. Interpolation
between adjacent entries is performed assuming

linearity of log p vs log T between the entries.
The mode! is based on an assumption of negligible

steam distillation effects. That is, the oil is

assumed to liberate (as “gas”) an insignificant

portion of its original mass over the pressure and

temperature ranges occurring during cofltact with

injecrcd steam. In actuality, the oil will exchange

light ends with the steam-hydrocarbon gas phase,

at any pressure and temperature where a gas phase

exists, so as to establish equilibrium. Rigorous

treatment of this equilibrium is rendered difficult

by the dependence of the equilibrium compositions

upon K-vaiues, which are in turn dependent upon

pressure, temperature, and composition.

METHOD OF SOLUTION

Our method of solution differs in three major
respects from the methods reported by Shutlerg and

AbdalIa.11 First, we eliminate the condensation

(mass transfer) term by combining the water and
steam balance equations. The condensation rate is
thus implicitly represented within a set of four

equations. We found that considerable computational

difficulties can arise when this rate is left as a
term in the equation. s requiring iteration. Second,

we solve the mass and energy balances simultane-
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ously as opposed to using a staged calculation

where pressures and saturations are calculated from

mass balances and temperature is then calculated

from the energy balance. Third, we treat water
transmissibilities implicitly, thus reducing

instabilities arising from explicit transmissibility

calculations.
Oil and water formation volume factors are

represented a: functions of pressure and temperature

as

bw = bwl[l+cw(P-P1 )-CTw(T-Ti)] . .(6)

bO = b*i [l+c~ (p-pi )-CTO(T-Ti )] , . (7)

where CT denotes coefficient of thermal expansion

and bwi, boi are water and oil formation volume
factors at pi, Ti. porosity is treated as a function

of pressure as

~=$i(~+cr(p-pi))” o . . . . . .(8)

Internal energies of water and oil are represented

as

Uw = uwi+Cpw(T-Ti) , . . . . . . . .(9)

is an expansion of 8(~bwSwUw) in terms of @, 8T,

&Sw, which is consistent or exact in the sense that

it satisfies the identity

6 (@bwSwUw) = (@bwSwUw) “+, - (@bwSwuw) “O

. . . . . . . . . . ... . (13)

All terms on the left-hand side of Eqs. 1 through 5

can be expanded in the manner indicated in terms

of the four unknowns 8Sg, 8SW, ~T and 13p. The term

8S0 arises but can be replaced by -(8SW + 8Sg),

Phase pressures in the flow terms of Eqs. 1

through 5 are expressed at time level n + 1 except

that capillary pressures are held explicit at time

level n. Transmissibilities Tw, T}{, etc., and phase

densities are explicitly represented in terms of

relative permeabilities, enthalpy, pressure, and

temperature at time level n. The conduction term is

explicit in terms of temperature T at time level n.

The heat-loss term is implicitly represented as qI.n

+ a8T as described in the Appendix.
If steam is present, then the equilibrium equation

(Eq. 5) can be expanded as

where T~n is T~ (pn) and T~P is the chord slope,

1-1.= CpO(T-Ti) . . . . . . . . . (lo)

Steam formation volume factor, b , and internal

energy, U ,
f“

Ifare taken directly from t e steam tables.
All entha pies are computed as U + p/p, where p is
density.

Early in the model development, individual phase

pressures were used to determine corresponding

phase properties. Later comparisons showed

insignificant error due to evaluating all phase

properties from a single pressure. Pressure p in

equations presented here denotes oil - phase

pressure.

The terms in the left-hand side of Eqs. 1 through
4 are simple time differences of type 8x. The

identity

tj)cxn+,-xn>”. . . . . . . . . . .(11)

where n denotes time level, must be carefully

preserved in expansions. For example, the

expansion

6 ($bwSwUw) = Uwn+, 6 ($bwSw)+ (Obwsw)ndu w

= uvm+l[(obw)n+l asw

+ Swn (On+l(bwpdp+bwT~T)+ bwn$i Cr~P)]

T -T
T

sn+lsnoe+m, . . . . (15)
sp = Pn+, -pn

T~P must be determined by iteration during the time
step using the nonlinear T,~ (p) function as given in

the steam tables .30 Subtracting Tn from both sides

of Eq. 14 gives the following simple relation

between 6T and @.

dT=T sn-Tn+T5p~P “ “ . . .
. . . (16)

If no steam is present at time Zn+~, then Eq, 5 is

simply

Ng=-sgn. . . . . . . . .. +0(17)

Addition of Eqs. 1 and 2 cancels the condensation

term q= and results in the following set of four

equations:

c116sg+c12~sw+c13~T+C14~P =

A((Tw+Tg)A6P)+R, ) . . . . . . .
(18)

C 6S +C 6S +C23tjT+C24dp =
21g22w

A(7-oAm)+R2 ~ “ “ “ . . , . . . . , (19)

+ (0wSw)nCpw6’T . . . . . . . . . . (12)
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c31dsg+c326sw+c33aT+c3dp= ‘(THAdp)+R3

. . . . . . . . . . . (20)

C4,6sg + C43~T+C44~P = R4 , . (2I)

Eq. 21 represents either Eq. 160rEq. 17, depending

upon whether steam is present at the end of the

time step. A partial list of definitions of coefficients

Cij and residuals Ri is as follows:

Cll
= & (@bg)n+,

C14= ~ [swn(On+,bwp+$jCrbwn)

+ sgn(~n+lbgp+~icrbgn)l

= c14w+c14g

C34 = ‘wn+lc14w+ugn+l c14g+uon+lc24

‘1
= A(Tw(Apwn-ywAz)) +

A (T9 (*P gn-ygAZ)) - qwn-qgn

Eqs. 18 through 21 are four equations in the four

unknowns, (5s ~, 6s,,,, ~T and Sp. They can be

expressed in matrix form as

CL = \~+R ) . . . . . . . . .(22)

where (. is the 4 Y. 4 matrix [Ci, jl, I is the identity

matrix,

6s “
9

6s
w

Y1

~. Y2

Y3

o

‘1
R2

‘3

‘4
..,. ..,, ,,., , . (23)

and yl = A[(T,, + Tg)A@r], y2 = A(~A8p)and Y3
:. A(THA6p). (iausslan elimination reduces Eq. 22

to the form

I
1

c\2

o 1

00

00
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ci3

C;3

1

0 II
6s9

6s
w

t5T =

&p

’11 0 0 o“

‘21 ’22 0 0

‘31 ’32 ’33 0

.f34] ’42 ’43 1,

‘1
‘2

‘3

o,-

4

J

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (24)

The last of these four equations is

c~4f5p= B4, A( (Tw+Tg)AdP) + B42*(To*~P)

+ f343A(THAm)+R~ J . . (25)

which is a parabolic difference equation in pressure

of the type commonly encountered in reservoir
simulation problems. Eq, 25 can be solved by an

iterative method such as ADI, SIP, and LSOR, or
by direct solution.

We have selected the reduced band-width direct

solution methods described by Price and Coats .22

One reason for this selection is that for most

reservoir problems, less computer time is required,
compared with any iterative method. A second, ,more
important reason is that a physically real negative
transmissibility can occur in the pressure equation,

and iterative methods generally require positive
transmissibility to achieve convergence.

After Eq. 25 is solved for fip, the third, second,

and first of the four Eqs. 24 can be solved for ~T,

6Sti and 8S , respectively. One iteration consists
of solving #q. 25 for @ and then calculating ~T,
Temperature- and pressure-dependent coefficients
Cij are then updated and Eq, 25 is again solved for

~p. This constitutes a second iteration. The
iterations are continued until the following toler-
ances are met:

Max ~TR’+l
over grid -dT 4 S TOLT I

where 1)is iteration number. We have used tolerances

of TOLP 0.05 psi and TOLT T 0.02”F, with a
resulting re~uirement of two to three iterations per

time step.

A computational difficulty in the method of

solution described above stems from the fact that

the method is basically the IMPES (implicit

pressure-explicit saturation) procedure commonly

applied in black oil simulation .23-25 This IMPES
method suffers from three conditional stability

constraints that limit the tolerable time step. The

constraints become magnified in the steamflooding

case as a result of the extremely large mobility
ratios encountered. The conditional stabilities
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arise because of explicit treatment of (1) production
well rates, (2) capillary pressures, and (3)
transmissibilities. U d“f’, 0 ] lcations for the implicit

treatment of these variables are described in the

following sections.

k k

q’X = )n (Pn+l-pwel$”
pl(+++

w o
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (31)

The water rate is then

IMPLICIT PRODUCTION RATES

The production rates are expressed implicitly as

= +q
‘m, n+l q ~ p~p+q m ~wd SWWm,n 9 P m,sg6sg

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (26)

where m – u., o, g, H for water, oil, gas, and enthalpy,

respectively, The subscripts p, st{’, sg denote partial

derivatives with respect to pressure, water, and gas
saturations, respectively. The terr,ls qw sg and

‘~g,SW are ‘ero - ‘hese coefficients ‘f 3P) ‘SW) a“$g

augment the appropriate Cij coefficients in the

model Eq. 22. The several options in the production
routine require somewhat differenr derivatives for

these partial derivatives. For the sake of brevity,

we will present here only rhe case of a well on

deliverability producing from a single layer.
The well productivity index (PI) is specified as

the quantity

PI =
2mkh .00633

‘gzim’ ““(27)

h> - ++s
w

where k is in md, h is in feet, .S is skin factor, and

r ,, is the equivalent radius of the grid block,

l~~~. The production rare of phase 7rr(n1 ~~ 7L, o,,rj

is

krmbm

qm= Pl” y (P-pwe, ,) , . . . (28)

m

where pwell is the specified bottom-hole flowing

well pressure and p is the reservoir grid block

pressure calculated in the simulator equations. The

terms f~nlp are obrained from Eq. 28 as

krmbm
q

P)
.pl. (— m

,mp n
=W, o,g,

m
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (29)

The term q~,sg is obtained from Eq. 28 as

b dk

q PI* Q’ (p-pwe, ,)(-#Q)n .
g,sg =

‘9 9

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (30)

The terms qw, sw and go, su. are calculated using a

logic that preserves the total RB/D water plus oil

production rate and the term qo, sg is set to zero.

The total RB/D liquid production rate, fr~m Eq.

28, is

Clw =fwbwq::>.....,....(32)

where /,1, is two-phase fractional flow of water,

I/[ I t (k,o/k, u,) (l~ti/PO)l.Thesaturationpartial
derivatives are then computed as

dfw

q .(33a)= bwq$’(~)chord , 0 m “W,sw

df

q = ‘boq::(~)chord>. . . .(33b)
O,sw

where

f -f

(~)c[.ord = s::::; -swn “ “ “ ‘ ‘ ’34)
w wn

If this chord slope is not used, computed water cut

or water/rril ratio can deviare considerably from
that given by computed water saturation at the end

of the time step and the warer /oil relative

permeability table. A factor of 0,5 can be used on

the right-hand side of Eq. 34 to obtain a water cut

equal to the average of the cuts at .$U.,, and .$,1,,1,1.

IMPLICIT TRANSMISSIBILITIES
AND CAPILLARY PRESSURE

In the normal, explicit IMPES procedure, Eq. 1 is
solved directly for 6Stt, after the pressure equation,

Eq. 25 is solved. We will denote the change in water

saturation thus obtained by 6.$11,. MacDonald and
Coats26 suggested a modified lMPES method in

which saturations are calculated from the respective

flow equations, with transmissibilities expressed

implicitly. Using hiacDonald’s extension, we

calculate a somewhat different water saturation
change, r5.Ste, from Eq. 1 written with transmissibility

am-l capillary pressure expressed implicitly:

-q= + + SwnrS(@bw) + & (@bw)n+, %S
w

= A[(Twn+6Tw) (A(pwn+6p-6pcwo) ‘YWAZ) ]

-t4wn- , &’w . . (35)qwp6p-qw Sw

Subtraction of Eq. 1, expressed explicitly, from Eq.

35 gives
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(~ (Obw)n+,+qw,~w)~sw

= (+ ($bw)n+,+qw,~w)~sw

+ A(6TwA(pwn+dp) )-A(7wnAdpcwo) . . (36)

where we have dropped the nonlinear term involving

the product 8TW .8PCW0 , The terms @ and 8SW are

known. The changes in transmissibility and

capillary pressure are represented in terms of water
saturation changes i3~w. Performing some algebraic

manipulation, then, we find that Eq. 36 is simply a

parabolic-type difference equation in ~~w, similar

in form to the pressure equation, Eq. 25, Thus, Eq.

36 is-easily solved by iterative or direct techniques
for 8.$W over the grid.

A similar treatment of the gas equation (Eq. 2)

allows calculation of gas saturation using implicit

transmissibility and capillary pressure. However,

we are currently calculating 8Sg explicitly from Eq.

2. One of several reasons for this choice is a
difficulty in implicit treatment posed by large steam

flows into blocks where steam is not yet present,

The improved stability given by the implicit Eq.

36 depends significantly upon the method of

evaluating the terms r5Tw and 8PCW0 . The term

6Tw A(Pwn + 8P) - Twn Aspcwo in Eq. 36 is the
increment in water flow rate between two blocks
due to implicit rather than explicit treatment of

transmissibility and capillary pressure. There are

several different ways to express this implicit

increment of flow in terms of water saturation

changes 8S . The simplest and most stable we

have found i%

8T =T:6?W) mo”-”o”’”mo(37a)
w

(SP = P:woakw ‘ o “ “ “ “ “ ‘ ‘ “(37b)
Cwo

where the product in Eq. 37a is taken at the upstream

block and primed quantities are derivatives with

respect to .$w evaluated from the tables at Swn.
However, this method combined with explicit

calculation of 85g can cause oil saturation to

decline below residual. This problem can be

avoided by expressing the implicit increment of

water flow as bW(Qo + Qw)/~8~w, where Q is

interlock flow rate in RB/D and the total Q. + Qw
is held fixed at the value determins~ by the pressure

equation, using explicit transmissibilities and

explicit capillary pressure. The term /w is water

fractional flow for the oil-water interlock flow

stream. /w can be derived as /l(SW) - /2(Sw) [(yw -

YO)AZ-APCWO1, where /1 and /2 are simple functions
of upstream water and oil nobilities. The term /J is
the derivative or chord slope of this fractional flow

with respect to water saturation.

The second approach prevents oil saturations

less than residual, but provides less stability than

the first. Except for the saturation end-point

overshoot, which is only occasionally a problem,
the two approaches give essentially the same

results in terms of saturation distributions, WOR vs
time, etc.

Incremental material balance for water is

unaffected by this implicit treatment, An error is

introduced in oil incremental material balance that

is proportional to the change in water and oil

formation volume factors from one block to the next.
We have found this error to be negligible, ranging

from 0.01 to 0.1 percent of cumulative oil produced

at any stage of production.

EFFECT OF GRID ORIENTATION

In simulating five-spot steamflooding, we have

found that grid orientation has a great effect on
steam breakthrough rimes. Fig. 1 shows two types

of grids representing a five-spot well pattern.

Following Todd et al.,27 we refer to these grids as

parallel and diagonal grids. The parallel grid

results in a far more pronounced steam finger

progressing along the injector-producer diagonal.
The diagonal grid results in near-radial growth of

the steam front with cusping or fingering occurring

only as the front approaches the producer.
Steam breakthrough times calculated using the

two grids can differ by a factor of more than three.

Fig, 2 compares the steam front shapes calculated

using the two grids with Relative Permeability Set

1 of Table 2 and Viscosity Curve 1 of Table 3, The

initial, mobile water saturation was 0.18.
We have been unable to determine which of the

two grids yields the correct result. Todd showed

o 0 0

DIAGONAL GRID ‘

o 0

PARALLEL

5-SPOT

o 0

,0 ●

FIG. 1 .— PARALLEL AND DIAGONAL GRIDS FOR
FIVE-SPOT PATTERN.
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that the diagonal grid gave more accurate results in

waterflood calculations up to adverse mobility ratio

of 10. In theory, we would increase definition of
both grids until a single unique answer was obtained
and then we would know which grid result is more

accurate at coarser definitions. We ran two-

dimensional areal simulations of 1/4 five-spots

with grid definitions ranging up to 16 x 16 for the

diagonal grid and 22 x 22 for the parallel grid. Each

grid seemingly converged to an unchanging result

at definitions well short of these upper limits.

However, the results were completely different for
the two grids as shown in Fig. 2. We seemingly

have convergence upon different flood performances
— at least in relation to frontal shape.

An intuitive approach to this question can easily

end in confusion, The nominal mobility ratio of the

steamflood, considering 2,400-cp cold oil ahead of

the front and 0.01-cp steam behind the front, is on

the order of 100,000. This would lead to an intuitive

favoring of the
t

arallel grid result in Fig. 2.

However, Baker 1 points out that because of

condensation, use of kinematic viscosity might give

a better indication of effective mobility ratio. This

would reduce the ratio to about JO(), using a specific

volume ratio of 200 between steam and oil, In

addition, we are dealing with two fronts in cases

where oil banks form. The steam front occurs at the
trailing edge of the oil bank, with a near-irreducible
water saturatitm immediately ahead. Mobility ratio
at this front is highly unfavorable. Another front

occurs at the leading edge of the oil bank. Water

saturation is nearly irreducible ahead of this second

front. Mobility ratio at this front is highly ,/avorable.
we musr also consider the fact that the disparity in

steam front shapes calculated usin~ !;e two gtids

persists long after the leading ed -0 ‘1 e oil bank

has been swept from the reser~ o Finally, we

might question the use of oil viscosity or mobility
at all in calculating mobility ratios, since most of

the total mobility in the oil bank ahead of the steam

front stems from the near-irreducible water saturation

PRODUCTION
WELL

I

b .508 W FLUIDS PRODUCED

k --- 10x1OX1 DIAGONAL GRID

a — 11x11x1 PARALLEL GRID

STEAM
INJECTION WELL

FIG. 2 — COMPARISON OF 20 PERCENT
SATURATION CONTOtlRS CALCULATED

DIAGONAL ANL PARALLEL GRIDS.
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rather than from the oil mobility.
We simulated a Laboratory steamflood using both

parallel and diagonal grids and obtained more than

a threefold difference in steam breakthrough times.
The parallel-grid breakthrough time agreed closely

with the observed time. hr a representative field-

scale run, the parallel grid gave steam breakthrough

time slightly in excess of the observed 1 year,

whereas the diagonal- grid breakthrough time

exceeded 3 years. Both these simulations are

discussed in more detail below, While these

observations are iiot conclusive, they pose an
argument favoring the accuracy of the parallel grid.

The effect of grid type on calculated oil recovery

is far less than the effect on breakthrough times. In
both two and three dimensions, we have consistently

calculated parallel-grid oil recovery curves virtually

identical in shape to and only slightly lower than
those calculated from the diagonal grid.

hiODEL RESULTS

The model has been applied to a number of

problems, including hot waterflooding, steam stimu-

lation using a single-well radial-z grid, laboratory
experiments, and field-scale steamflood. In
addition, many runs have been made to determine

the sensitivity of model results to different types

of input data and to controllable field variables

such as rate and injection interval. The data used

in the applications reported here are given in

Tables 1 through 8. Table 1 gives values of physical

constants that have minor effects o.] calculated
results. In some applications, values somewhat

different from those given in Table 1 were used.
Table 2 gives four sets of relative permeability

curves, Table 3 gives two curves of oil viscosity
vs temperature, and Table 4 shows water and steam

viscosities vs temperature. The discussion of each
application below gives the particular set of

relative permeability and oil viscosity used.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA OF WILLMAN E’r /~1-.

Willman et aI.3 reported temperature distributions

and oil recovery curves for a number of one-

dimensional displacements of oil by steam and hot

water. Shutler 9 reported additional data for one

series of these experimental runs and compared his

mathematical model’s results with observed data.
The 856-red Torpedo sandstone core was 91.4 cm

long and 6 in. in diameter; it was wrapped with
fiberglass insulation. The oil used was a 25 percent

distillable mixture of Primol and Napoleum having

a viscosity of 22.5 cp at the initial 80°F temperature.

Shutler determined relative permeability curves

and core thermal constants by trial-and-error

STEAM
USING

TABLE 1 — BASIC DATA

bwi = 1.0 C, = 3x lo-fI

boi 1,0 C=w . 0.00049

‘=W -- 3.1 X 10-6 c~o = 0.0004

‘=0 -- 5 X 10-6 c po - 0.5

cp u, - 1.0
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matching of the observed temperature distributions
and the oil recovery curve from a hot waterflood.

Those curves were used in our calculations,

together with capillary pressure and fluid viscosity

curves given by the same author.
We computed effective thermal conductivity for

the core as ~KiAi divided by the cross-sectional

area of the core. The Ai are cross-sectional areas

of sands to~e, lead, and the steel core-holder wall,
We assumed the core holder was 6-in. Schedule 40

steel pipe. The resulting value for K was 162 Btu/

“F-ft-day compared with the value of 100 used by

Shutler. A similar weighted calculation of Pcp for
the core, including the heat capacities of sand,

lead, and steel, gives Pcp = 53.1 Btu/(OWcu ft
sand grain volume). A value of 31 was employed by
Shutler.

For the insulation we used Kob = 0.504 Btu/°F-

-- .—— —

TABLE 2 – WATER.OIL AND GAS. OIL RELATIVE
PERMEABILITY DATA

Set 1
Sw krw k ,Ow Pcwo ~ + SO krg krog Pcgo

—.—. —— —— .—

ft-day and (pCp)ob = 0.567 Btu/°F-cu ft bulk volume.

These values compare with respective values of 60

and 6 used by Shutler, implying that he lumped some

or all of the lead and steel wall into the “overburden”

rather than into the core.
The heat-loss calculation in the steam model was

performed in radial geometry using annular ring

increments. The hot water and steam iniectio~

results shown in Figs. 3 through 5 were computed

using NX = 18 grid blocks. Injection and production

rates were determined by the model using injectivity/

productivity indices reflecting the time-varying

(computed) end-block nobilities, pressures, and
absolute rock conductivities corresponding to the

half-block distances separating core end faces and

grid points,

Fig, 3 shows that the calculated recovery curve

for hot water injection lies slightly above both

Shutler’s results and the ex~erimental results. In.
the steam injection case our calculated oil recovery
curve lies below Shutler’s but, on the average,

exhibits the same moderate agreement with
experimental results.

0.130 0.0000 1.0000
0.191 0.0051 0.9990
0.250 0,0102 0.7690
0.294 0.0168 0.7241
0.357 0.0275 0.6206
0.414 0.0424 0.5040
0.490 0.0665 0.3714
0.557 0.0970 0.3029
0.630 0.1148 0.1555
0.673 0.1259 0.0956
0.719 0.1381 0.0576
0.789 0.1636 0.0000
1.000 1.000 0.0000

0.270 0.0000 1.0000
0.355 0.0131 0.5852
0,385 0.0194 0.3784
0.406 0.0235 0.2419
0,427 0.0453 0.2255
0.471 0.0813 0.1238
0.506 0.1167 0.0864
0,538 0.1421 0.0560
0,539 0.1912 0,0283
0.608 0.2300 0.0155
0.633 0,2500 0.0050
0.640 0,2700 0.0000
1.000 0.3100 0.0000

0.180 0.0000 0.9000
0,250 0.0050 0.6000
0.400 0.0300 0.3000
0.600 0.1100 0.1100
0,800 0.1800 0.0000
1.000 1.0000 0.0000

0.200 0.0000 1.0000
0,250 0.0102 0>7690
0.294 0.0168 0.7241
0.357 0.0275 0.6206
0.414 0,0424 0.5040
0.490 0.0665 0.3714
0,557 0,0970 0.3029
0.630 0.1148 0,1555
0.673 0.1259 0.0956
0.719 0.138; 0.0576
0.789 0.1636 0.0000

0.200
0.395
0.433
0.515
0.569
0.614
0.663
0.719
0,750
0.805
0.850
0.899
1.000

0.1700 0.000 0.1000
0.1120 0.0294 0.0756
0.1022 0.0461 0.0709
0.0855 0.0883 0.0606
0.0761 0.1172 0.0539
0.0654 0.1433 0.0483
0.0500 0.1764 0.0421
0.0372 0.2170 0.0351
0.0285 0.2255 0.0313
0.0195 0.2919 0.0244
0.0121 0.3373 0.0188
0.0026 0.5169 0.0126
0.0000 1,0000 0.0000

f@_2
0.360 0.1700 0.0000
0.395
0.433
0.515
0.569
0.614
0.663
0.719
0.750
0.805
0.850
0.950
1.000

0.1120 0.0294
0.1022 0.0461
0.0855 0.0883
0.0761 0.1172
0.0654 0.1433
0.6500 0.1764
0.0372 0.2170
0.0285 0.2255
0.0195 0.2919
0.0121 0.3373
0.0000 0.7000
0.0000 1.0000

~
8.,0 0.2800 0.3000 0.0000 1.0000
4.00 0.6400 0.1500 0,4500 0.5000
1.60 1.0000 0.0000 0.9000 0.0000
0.50
0.18
0.00

w
0.290 0.1700 0.0000
0.395
0.433
0.515
0.569
0.614
0.663
0.719
0.750
0.805
0.850
0.899
1.000

0.1120 0.0294
0.1022 0.0461
0.0855 0.0883
0.0761 0.1172
0.0654 0.1433
0.0500 0.1764
0.0372 0.2170
0.0285 0.2255
0.0)95 0.2919
0.0121 0.3373
0.0026 0.5169
0.0000 1.0000

Fig. 4 shows that our calculated temperature
profile at 0.5~ PV produced in the steam injection

case is advanced beyond the experimentally
measured profile. in the hot water- case, our
calculated temperature profile at 0.4 PV produced

lies slightly under the experimental values. Shutler’s

calculated profi Ies are not indicated on Fig. 4

TABLE 3 — OIL VISCOSITY VS TEMPERATURE

Set 1
T b—

75 5,780.0
100 1,380.0
150 187.0
200 47.0
250 17.4
300 8.5
350 5.2
500 2.5

set 2

T &

Fo 650.0
200 160.0
250 56.0
300 24.0
400 6.6
600 2.0
700 1.8

TABLE 4- SATURATED WATER AND STEAM VISCOSITIES
VS TEMPERATURE

T ~F) /&, (Cp) f%.team (w)———
60 1.130 0.0100
80 0.875 0.0106

100 0,685 0,0111
120 0.560 0.0116
150 0.430 0.0124
200 0.308 0.0135
250 0.230 0,0146
300 0.182 0.0157
400 0,145 0.0177
600 0.108 0.0215
740 0.0245

—

TABLE 5 – LABORATORY MODEL DATA

pi = 70 psi KR z 24

T, r 75°F (P CP)R = 38.6

k = 215darcies Kob = 168

$5= 0.3063 (pcp)o~ = 40

Sw, (Run 1) = 0.179 f20 : 60.1 lb/cu ft

Steam quality – 0,697 at 204,7 psia
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because they agree virtually identically with the

experimental data.
The model calculations assumed no heat loss at

the outer insulation boundary. The calculated

temperatures at this outer boundary in time reached

values closer to core temperatures than to ambient

TABLE 6 —STEAM DISPLACEMENT-EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Run Number

1 2 3 4 5—.. — ——
Initial SO 0.821 0.759 0,682 0.647 0.614

Total fluid iniection
rate, cc/rein 73,7 74.6 73.2 71.8 73.0

Steam quality, percent 69.7 70.0 69.5 68.9 69.4

Time
(minutes)

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100

Time
(minutes)

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

?00

Time
(minutes)

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100

Time
(minutes)

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100

Produced Fluids, PV

0.2026 0.2099 0.2127 0.1867 0.2155
0.4198 0.4093 0.4111 0.3893 0.4117
0.6185 0.6145 0,6159 0.5820 0.6123
0.8082 0,8089 0.7960 0.7704 0.7999
1,0093 0.9986 0.9971 0.9520 0.9816
1.1890 1.1847 1.1601 1.1500 1.1709
1.3746 1.3869 1.3608 1.3183 1.3530
1,5637 1.5584 1.5363 1.4948 1.5242
1,7462 1.7517 1.7106 1,6702 1.7211
1.9278 T.9456 1.8897 1.8517 1.9116

Oil Recovery, PV

0.0837 0.0636 0.0407 0,0262 0.0284
0.1683 0.1346 0.0829 0.0873
0.2301 0.2006 0.1378 0.1371
0.2821 0.2494 0.1782 0.1760
0,3285 0,2899 0.2168 0.2076
0.3598 0.3241 0.2406 0.2388
0.3904 0,3572 0.2724 0.2584
0.4175 0,3778 0.2885 0.2769
0.4404 0,4007 0.3046 0.2941
0.4611 0.4205 0.3227 0.3105

Iniection Well Temperature, CF

340 330 326 335
317 317 324 320
317 317 318 315
317 317 320 315
315 - - -
315 - - -
315 315 317 315
315 - - -
315 - - -
315 315 316 315

Production Well Temperature, “F

150 125 168 75
195 190 210 200
182 204 250 215
192 202 252 220
198 - – -
217 - - -
282 267 263 300
302 - - -
305 - - -
307 308 307 305

0.0773
0.1232
0.1600
0.1887
0.2148
0.2382
0.2555
0.2742
0.2858

318
318
316
316

315

314

210
215
222
212

298

242

TABLE 7- DATA FOR REPRESENTATIVE FIELD.SCALE
P KJBL EM

Tj .= 90”F K, : Kob = 38,4

Pi = 65psia (~cp)jq = (pcp)~b= 35

Swj = 0,50 po= 60.6

k = 4,000md

+ = 0.38

temperature. This is largely because the insulation

represented only about 3.9 percent of the total core

heat capacity. Thus, the experimental steamflood

temperature profile in Fig. 4 may reflect heat loss

by radiation and convection from the insulation to
the air.
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FIG, 3 — COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND
OBSERVED OIL RECOVERY CURVES.
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FIG. 5 — COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND
OBSERVED COLD WATERFLOOD RECOVERY.
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The sensitivity of the calculated recovery curves

shown in Fig. 3 to different types of input data was

studied by performing a large number of model runs.
We found that relative permeability curves have a

significantly greater effect on recovery than any

other type of input data. Since no relative

permeability curves were measured or reported by
Willman et al., they must be determined by trial-

mrd-error matching of recovery curves. This

determination is not only tedious and difficult but

also questionable from the viewpoint of the whole

purpose of model-experiment comparisons. The

difficulty is compounded by the introduction of the

cold waterflood oil recovery curve shown in Fig, 5.
Willman et al. report this data for a waterflood using

nondistillable oil (Primol) in the same core used

for the hot waterflood and steamflood. Fig. 5

shows that the water/oil relative permeability curve

that Shutler determined results in a significant

mismatch of the cold waterflood.

There are undoubtedly sufficient degrees of

freedom in the three-phase relative permeability
representation to allow matching, with a single

representation, of the cold waterflood, hot water-

flood, and steamflood. The above mentioned

difficulty stems from the fact that an exhaustive

effort may be necessary to find such a representation.
The questionable element referred to above is that

any representation so found is very probably not

unique and claims of model validity based on

resulting model-experiment agreement are probably
not warranted.

The significance of thermal model-experiment

comparisons would be greatly enhanced if relative

permeability curves were measured from isothermal

floods at each of several temperatures. In addition,

initial or preliminary hot water-cold water single-
phasc experimental runs should be performed to
check or validate the model’s heat transport

calculations.
The calculated oil recovery curves shown in Fig.

3 differ somewhat from Shutler’s results. We
eliminated a number of possible model or data

differences as reasons for the discrepancies. First,

in place of Stone’s method, we used the three-phase

——. —
TABLE 8 — DATA FOR STEAM STIMULATION EXAMPLE

P, 1,328 psia KR = 32

T, 120-F (pcf,)~--33
h .. 100 ft KOh = 34

Hot water temperature - 330” F (~cp)Ob ‘ 24

rw - 0.333 ft P. S6 lb stock tank

‘e - 940 ft Cu ft

Well index (see Eq. 27) = 388 Iniection pressure = 1,700 psia

$!r -0.32 Production pressure - 800 psia
Well cOmpletiOn all layers Pump capacity : l,400 RB/D

Layer Horizontal k (red) Vertical k (red) sw,

1 1,125 0.18
2 1,650 1,375 0.18
3 2,850 2,250 0.188
4 750 1,800 0.206
5 1,725 1,250 0.224

S82

relative permeability representation that Shutler
described. Second, as is done in Shutler’s model,

we altered our model’s energy balance to conserve

enthalpy in tespect to both flow and accumulation
terms. Third, we used zero capillary pressure; and

fourth, we used Shutler’s data for core and

overburden thermal constants. None of these
changes materially changed our calculated oil

recovery curves.

our steamflood recovery curve agrees significantly
more closely with Shutler’s if we weight viscosities
upstream in the transmissi bilities. Also, we used

linear interpolation in the relative permeability

tables. Shutler might have used curve-fits or more

entries not equivalent to our linear interpolation.
Very few viscosity-vs -temperature points were

provided and our log p vs log T interpolation may

a~ffer from that used by Shutler. The recovery

curves are quite sensitive to changes in the I{. vs

T curve.
e

SIIUTLER THREE- DIMENSIONAL
EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Shutlerl” gives an oil recovery curve obtained

from a laboratory steamflood in a 1 ?2-darcy I/8

confined five-spot. Model dimensions were 10-in,

thickness and 3.9-ft distance from injector to
producer. We simulated this steamflood using the

relative permeability and capillary pressure curves

and other data given by Shutler. A diagonal grid
with 6 x 6 areal (x-y) definition was used after

finding that 8 x 8 and 6 x 6 definitions gave the

same results.

Fig. 6 compares the experimental oil recovery

curve with curves calculated using 10 x 1 x 1, d ~

6 x 1 and 6 x 6 x 3 grids. The one- and two-

dimensional areal runs gave virtually identical oil

recovery curves, indicating the very high areal

conformance typically obtained with the diagonal

grid. Steam breakthrough occurred at 1.04 PV

produced. The three-dimensional calculated curve

lies considerably below both the experimental data

and the two-dimensional calculated curve. This,
together with the three-dimensional calculated steam

2’

la

1/8 5-SPOT STEAMFLOOD

T
INJ =

4 OO°F

— CAIJNtATED ‘3D 6x6x3

— ● — CAMXJIATED ‘2D 8HUTIJ!R ~~

‘-- CAM’UXAIZD ‘lD CI 2D AWL

. sTzAlt mrnsrrHRoLuH

Og I I 1 1 I

4 .8 1.2 1.8 2.0

PRODUCED FLUIDS , W

FIG, 6 — COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND
EXPERIMENTAL OIL RECOVERY.
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FIG, 7—SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF STEAM DISPLACEMENT EXPERIMENTAL’APPARAT’JS.

breakthrough at 0.55 PV produced, reflects the

pronounced steam override. Using a two-dimensional
wedge-shaped vertical cross -section, Shutler

calculated the recovery curve shown in Fig, 6 chat

lies between our three-dimensional calculated curve
and the experimental dara. Using a parallel

three-dimensional grid, we calculated ac oil

recovery curve slightly below that calculated for
the diagonal grid, but steam breakthrough occurred

at 0.31 PV produced,.

Comparison of two- and three-dimensional field-

scale five-spot calculations using diagonal grids

leads to the same conclusion indicrrted by the
results obtained here. Namely, calculated areal

conformance in the confined five-spot is very high,

but grid definition in the z-direction is irecessary

to account for the steam override and low vertical
conformance. In unconfined patterns or irregular grid

spacing, this behavior dictates three-dimensional

modeling.

LABORATORY EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Fig. 7 is a schematic diagram of an experimental

apparatus for steam displacement. The physical

model consists of a 12- x 12- x 6.4-in. steel box
packed with 20-30 mesh Ottawa sand, Injection and

production wells at diagonally opposite corners are

perforated l/8-in. tubing extending, respectively,

over the lower 3.2 in. and entire 6.4 in. of model
thickness. The model dimensions scale to 1/4 of a

2:~-acre, 88-ft-thick, confined five-spot,

As shown in Fig. 8, 16 thermocouples are placed

as a 4 >. 4 square 1/4 in. beneath the top of the

model. Another ]6 thermocouples are similarly

located 1/4 in. above the bottom of the model, In
addition, six thermocouples arc !ocated midway

between top and bottom along two vertical planes

perpendicular to the diagonal joining the wells.
The model is contained in a 20-in. -diameter

pressure enclosure packed with sand and saturated
with water to simulate overburden and underburden

formations. The four verticaf sides of the model are
separated from the surrounding sand by a vacuum

I)Kl:EMFIER. 1971

space for the purpose of minimizing heat losses,
from the sides.

The feed system of the model consists of water

supply, pumps, a boiler, a heat exchanger, and an

oil vessel. Steam generated from the boiler serves

as a heating medium in the heat exchanger to

,/
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FIG. 8 — PHYSICAL MODEL WITH THERMOCOUPLE
LOCATIONS.
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generate steam used for steam displacement

experiments. This arrangement is necessary to

ensure constant injection rates of the steam. Steam
from the heat exchanger is combined with water CO
give a constant rate of injected steam with a

constant quality, The effluent train includes a

condenser, a backpressure regulator, and effluent

receivers where oil and water are separated. A
backpressure of 70 psig is normally maintained.

Before each experiment, the model is thoroughly

cleaned, dried, and saturated with water. Oil and
water are then simultaneously injected in a specified

ratio to obtain the desired initial saturations.
The sand in the model has a porosity of 30.63

percent and a permeability of 215 darcies. The

experimentally determined relative permeability

curves are Set 1 in Table 2. At 75°F, the crude has
a density of 60,1 lb/cu ft. Oil viscosity vs

temperature is given as Curve 1 in Table 3. Table

5 gives additional data.
Experimental data from five runs representing

various initial oil saturations are given in Table 6.

Isotherm plots of Run 1 at various times are shown
in Fig. 9, These isotherms were obtained by linear

interpolation between data points and should be

considered to represent approximate positions. The

20 plots included in Fig, 9, taken together, indicate

the tendency of steam to migrate upward, causing

poor vertical conformance of the steamflood.
We performed preliminary areal and cross-sectional

simulator runs to determine the minimum grid

definition necessary for adequate representation.

These runs indicated sufficient accuracy from a

7 x 7 x 4 parallel-grid representation of 1/8 of a
five-spot. Further runs showed that results from
this grid were nearly identical with those from a
5 x 3 x 4 grid representing the octant indicated by

the dashed lines in Fig. 1. The actual octant grid
is ? x 4 x 4 and the replacement of 7 x 4 x 4 by

5 x 3 x 4 results from including the triangular tips
in the adjacent blocks. Computer runs using a
diagonal three-dimensional grid of equivalent
definition did not show the experimentally observed

high temperature finger along the diagonal j oilling

the wells.

Fig, 10 compares calculated and observed

isotherms at dir ferent flood stages for Run 1.
Generally good agreement exists between calculated

and observed rates of advance of these isotherms
along the vertical plane joining the wells. The early

absence a~d later occurrence of a steam override is

evident. Fi&. 11 compares calculated and cbserveJ

isotherms in a vertical plane perpendicular to a line

joining the wells. The calculated and observed

10 MIN 2P 30 !41N 1P P

TOP PLAN VIEW

I

P

BrYITOM PIAN VIEW

I

FIRST DIAGONAL
CROSS SECTION

(LOOKING FROM
I TOWARD P)

SECOND DIAGONAL
CROSS SEC!TION
(LOOKING FROM
I TOWARO P)

p$$$

[—~,CtMO°F

-LEGEND-

Isis32~0°F TO 2S0UF
/1-

INJECTION

h\\ 1600F TO 220°F W 280+”F /r PRODUCTION
I \ \ J

FIG. 9 — EXPERIMENTAL ISOTHERMS, RUN 1.
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isotherms are quite different at 30 minutes, largely

because of a lack of symmetry in the observed
isotherms, reflecting the nonhomogeneity of the

physical model.

Fig. 12 shows that the calculated oil recovery

curve at first lies beneath and later crosses over

the experimental curve. Many factors could contribute

to the difference between calculated and observed

oil recovery curves. Inhomogeneities in the sand

pack or a nonuniform initial saturation distribution

can significantly affect the recovery curve. Certain
numerical model runs using high permeability

streaks gave better agreement with the observed oil

recovery curve. Use of modified reiative permeability

curves also resulted in better agreement. Temperature
dependence of relative permeability could account

for a major portion of the difference between

calculated and observed recovery.

REPRESENTATIVE FIELD-SCALE PROBLEM

A typical field-scale steam displacement pattern

was taken to be a 2!&acre five-spot with a net sand

thickness of 65 ft. Steam injection rate was 300 to

400 f3/D cold water equivalent steam, and

breakthrough occurred 6 to 17 months after the start
of injection. Fig. 13 shows 6 years of oil production

vs time for this typical pattern.
A three-dimensional simulation was performed

using the 5 x 3 x 4 parail:l grid discussed above.

Data for this calculation are given in Table 7.
Relative Permeability Set 2 and Viscosity Curve 1

were used. During the first year, we specified a

30 BUN

II 70 FUN

‘~1.414 FEET—~

FIG. 10 — CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL
ISOTHERMS ALONG CROSS-SECTION FROM INJECTOR
TO PRODUCER, RUN 1. SOLID LINES: CALCULATED.

DASHED LINES: EXPERIMENTAL.

DECEMBER. 197}

production rate of 720 B/D total fluid and an
injection well bottom-hole pressure of 150 psia.
Steam was injected into the bottom two layers of

the m~~el an~j production was taken from all four

layers. Well “ndic. s, defined in Eq. 27, were 20 and
40 for the injector and producer, respectively.
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FIG. 11 — CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL
ISOTHERMS ALONG FIRST DIAGONAL CROSS-SECTION
NORMAL TO LINE JOINING INJECTOR AND PRO-
DUCER, RUN 1. SOLID LINES: CALCULATF.D. DASIIED

J.INES: EXPERIMENTAL.
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During the remaining 5 years of the run, we specified

a steam injection rate of 300 f3/D and a production-

well bottom-hole pressure of 20 psia. All rates

mentioned here are based on a full five-spot.

Calculated results are shown in Figs. 1s through

16. Fig, 13 compares calculated and typical pattern
oil production rates. Before production-well response,

the calculated rate is much less than the observed

rate. The calculated time of production-well response

is about 250 days compared with an observed time

of about 90 days, After production-well response,
the calculated oil rate rises we]] above the observed

rate and then declines into good agreement with

field races over the lasr 2!4 years of the run. The

calculated steam breakthrough time of 1 year agrees
well with observed times of 6 to 12 months. The

calculated aver,lge injection rate of 370 13/D during
the first year agrees well with observed field
injection rates of 300 to 400 B/D.

Figs. 14 and 15 show calculated steam saturation

contours in the vertical plane joining the wells and

in the top-layer horizontal plane. These contours
indicate a pronounced steam override and low areal

conformance.

At the economic limit termination of steam
injection the model showed that only the upper 75

percent of the reservoir had been displaced of its

oil. Fig. 16 shows calculated residual oil saturation

contours in the diagonal cross-section from injector

YJ___-J
Q z 3 4 s 6

TIKS, YEARS

FIG, 13 — CALCULATED AND OBSERVED OIL
PRODUCTION RATE, FIEJ<D SCALE FIVE-SPOT

STEAMFLOOD.

FIG. 14—CALCULATED 30-PERCENT STEAM SATUR-
ATION CONTOURS ON DIAGONAL CROSS - SECTION
FROM INJECTOR TO PRODUCER; FIELD SCALE

FIVE-SPOT STEAMFLOOD.
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to producer. Similar results were obtained in the
field from core holes drilled in abandoned steam

displacement patterns. The cores showed an
average 9 percent residual oil saturation in the

UPPer 60 percent of sand and an average 21 percent
oil saturation in the lower 40 percent of sand.

STEAM STIMULATION EXAMPLE

An option in the numerical model allows simulation

of single-well performance using the two-dimensional
r.z grid commonly used in coning calculations. This

oPtlon, allows simulation of the steam stimulation
operation involving cycles of steam injection. soak,

and producing periods. The purpose of such mode!
applications is to estim.lte the effects on oil

recovery of (1) injection interval 10cation, (2)
injection rates, (3) steam quality, and (4) relative

lengths of the injection, soak, and production

periods.

The st~mulaticm example presented here uses

fluid and reservoir data somewhat altered from those
pertinent to an actual well undergoing stimulation,
The model r-z grid consisted of eight blocks

radially and five blocks vertically. Table .$ gives
fluid and rock property data. Relatl~~e Permeability

Set 3 and \’iscosity Curve 2 were used. Injection

steam quality was 0.6 at 1,700 psia.

Calculations were performed for rhrce stimulation

cycles. In the first cycle, 4 days of hot water

injection were followed by 20 days of steam

PRODUCTION

INJECT I CN

FIG. 15—CALCULATED 30-PERC’ENT STEAM SATUR-
ATION CONTOURS, AREAL VIEW OF LAYER 1; FIELD

SCALE FIVE-SPOT STEAMFLOOD.

~-r

1-t
r

230 FEET 4’

FIG. 16 — CALCULATED 9-PERCENT OIL SATURA-
TION CONTOURS ON DIAGONAL CROSS -SECTION
FROM INJECTOR TO PRODUCER; FIELD SCALE

FIVE-SPOT STEAMFLOOD.
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injection. Aftera 30-day soak period, the well was

produced for 90 days. The second and third cycles

were identical except that no hot water was injected.

Fig. 17 shows calculated results. In each cycle

the steam injection rate first increases as a result

of increased mobility caused by increasing

temperature and increasing water and steam

saturations near the well. The injection rate then

declines as a result of reservoir pressurization. In

each subsequent cyc!e, the steam affects a larger

portion of the reservoir and a higher average

stimulated oil rate is obtained. Also shown on Fig,
17 is the oil production rate calculated for the case

of continuous cold production against the 800-psia
bottom-hole flowing pressure. These findings

remain to be confirmed by field results.

Tables 9 and 10 show calculated temperatures

and saturations at the end of steam injection in

Cycles 2 and 3. While the high permeability of

Layer 3 combats a steam override, the steam
saturations show a partial overriding at the end of

the second cycle injection and a more complete

override in the third cycle. The exterior radii of
Radial Grid Blocks 2, 3, and 4 are 25.1, 45.9, and

84 ft, respectively. The tables show a steam

penetration less than 46 ft from the well in the third
cycle. In the third cycle, the second layer reaches
a temperature of about 200”F 84 ft from the well,
All steam condenses during each soak period.

Table 11 compares calculated wejl performance

with and without stimulation. The oil production

rates listed are instantaneous rates at the ends of

the three cycles — at 144, 278, and 412 days,

respectively. The stimulated total oil recovery of

40,340 STB was 55 percent more than the cold

production oil recovery. The total steam injection

of 51,010 STB with a net total water production

(difference between stimulated and cold production)

of 41,250 bbl. Contrary to this result, in many field

cases the total water recovely is significantly less

than the steam injection.

EFFEC’T OF PRESSURE LEVEL

Our calculations have indicated that steamflood
Oij recovery increases markedly witl~ decreasing

1Moo ,,m
WAT Z R

1NJI.CTIO.

’200/ %%ON

flood pressure level. Primary production from a
heavy-oil reservoir generally results in significant

pressure decline. A steamflood initiated after a

period of depletion can then be conducted at low

pressures 01 at higher pressures ranging up to
initial pressure. This leads to the question of

whether pressure level has a significant effect on

steamflood oil recovery.

The effect of pressure level is somewhat complex

because of interactive subeffects. A higher pressure

level will tend to increase heat losses and reduce

TABLE 9 – CALCULATED TEMPERATURES AND
SATURATIONS FOR STEAM STIMULATION EXAMPLE

(End of Second Cycle Iniection

Temperature, “F
1 2

——
3 4 5—— . . —

1 612.5 337.5 160.0 123.5 120.1
2 6)2.6 612.4 431.7 149.5 120.7
3 612,8 612.8 464.7 163.0 121.4
4 508.9 338.3 180.8 126.9 120.2
5 340.1 203.5 135.9 121.8 120.1

Oil Saturation—.—
1 2 3 4 5— —.. ——

1 0.4233 0,7155 0,7802 0.8012 0.8125
20.2258 0.3867 0.7345 0.7838 0.8050
30.1782 0.5123 0.7993 0.8030 0.8040
4 0,6196 0.7418 0.7967 0.7969 0,7937
50.7706 0.7869 0.7942 0.7840 0.7768

Gas Satu~a~i9.~
1 2 3 4 5— — —— ——

1 0.2219 0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 0,0000
2 0,3265 0.2115 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
30.2695 0.0695 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
4 0.00000.00000,00000,00000.0000
50.0000 0.00000.00000.00000.0000

- 167 days)

-!!——_ 7 8

120.0 120.0 120.0
120.0 120,0 120.0
120.0 120.0 120.0
120,0 120.0 120.0
120.0 120.0 120.0

6 7 8—— _
0.8187 0,8200 0.8200
0.8157 0.8192 0.8199
0.80850.8116 0.8133
0.7939 0.7947 0.7957
0.77550.77650,7773

6 7 8. . . . . —
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0,0000
0.0000 0.00000.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.00000.0000

TABLE 10 — CALCULATED TEMPERATURES AND
SATURATIONS FOR STEAM STIMULATION EXAMPLE

(End of Third Cycle Iniection -301 days)

Tempercrture, “F
1 2 3 4 & & ~ ~—— ——

1 612.4 612.3 352.3 142.4 120.8 120.0 120.0 120.0
2 612.5 612.4 612.2 244,6 125.7 120.1 120.0 120.0
3 612.8 612.7 529.3 202.2 125.4 120.1 120.0 120.0
4 530.8 395.0 220.8 139.7 121.2 120.0 120.0 120.0
5 364.9 235.5 131.9 126.1 120.5 120.0 120.0 120,0

Oil Saturation
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8— —— . — — — — —

1 0.1209 0.2899 0.7035 0.7351 0.8062 0.81640.8198 0.8200
2 0.1189 0.2775 0.6901 0.7722 0.7985 0.81230.8183 0.8198
3 0.1322 0.4152 0.7764 0.8012 0.8028 0.8066 0.8111 0.8137
4 0.5597 0.7301 0.7932 0,8000 0.7938 0.7939 0.7952 0.7967
5 0.7578 0.7793 0.7922 0.7849 0.7774 0.7759 0.7771 0.7785

Gas Saturation

I II f! i“ I 2 3 4 3 6 [ 8— —— — ——. — — —
1 1 0.4016 0.3548 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

2 0.3543 0.2956 0.0086 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000.0000 0.0000
30.2938 0.0789 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000.00000.0000
4 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0$0000 0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000
50.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000.0000 0.0000

TIME. DSYS

FIG. 17 — STEAM STIMULATION EXAMPLE
PRODUCTION-INJECTION RATES.
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St,tn.1.t.d Prod., !,..

St.wn 081 w.,., Prod.. ,.s
In,e, tion P,odvc,,o” Ptod.et,.n 0,1 %,.
@Jo_ (STBI (STB/0)(ST B]

I 1.410 14,570 31,680 96
I S,640 12,690 28,300 80
*O ~o 2&o Sa

5I.O1O 40.340 85,120

SIMULATION RESULTS

Ccdd<,cducim. .—
0,1 wet., P,Od”. q

Pmd.ctio. P,.d.c I SO. 0,1 Rat.
(STB)——WX!?!. (STB)

12,900 22,170 66
7.600 12.960 42

-o *O 35

26,070 43,870
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oil recovery because of the higher temperature.
However, the lower specific volume of steam at the
higher pressure will result in a lower rate of steam
advance, which tends to give lower heat loss after

injection of a given amount of steam. From a

displacement point of view, the lower specific

volume of steam at higher pressure tends to
decrease oil recovery. Final!y, the lower oil

viscosity at the higher temperature associated with
higher pressure tends to result in increased oil

recovery at higher pressure.
We simulated a linear steamflood in a reservoir

233 ft long, I ]6 ft wide, and 65 ft thick. Relative

Permeability Set 4 and Viscosity Curve 1 were
used. The initial mobile water saturation was 0.30,
A high permeability of 40,000 md was used to

minimize the pressure gradient in the reservoir,

Table 7 gives additional data, We injected steam at

a constant rate of 36.1 STB/D in each of two rurrs

with production well pressure held at 100 psia and

500 psia, respectively. A: the end of 1,440 days,

the total produced fluids were 0,57 PV in the
high-pressure flood (530 psia) and 0.69 PV in the

low-pressure flood (150 psia), Oil recovery at 1,440

days was 18,878 STB, or 22.5 percent of initial oil

in place for the low-pressure flood .The high-pressure

flood recovery was only 7,662 STB, or 9.2 percent
of initial oil in place. Fig. l&? compares calculated

oil recovery with cumulative steam injection for the
two floods.

Total injected heat in each run was 16.14 x 109
Btu relative to a base of cold water at 900F,

Calculated heat loss at 1,440 days was 8.14 x 109

Btu in the high-pressure flood and 8,43 x 109 ECU

in the low-pressure flood, The high-pressure flood
temperature of 473° F considerably exceeded the

low-pressure flood temperature of 359 CF. In spite
of this difference, heat loss was greater in the

low-pressure flood. The reason for this greater heat
loss is that at 1,440 days, the low-pressure steam

front had advanced LO more than 40 percent of the

reservoir length compared with only 20 percent of

length in the high-pressure case. Increasing levels

/0”
I

40 50

WWUTIV17 STEAM INmCTION, tI!.STB

FIG. 18—EFFECT OF PRESSURE LEVEL ON LINEAR
STEAMFLOOD OIL RECOVERY.
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of heat loss tend to reduce the effect of pressure

level on recovery.

Steamflood calculations using specified injection

and production pressures rather than specified
injection rate show an added subeffect of pressure

level. This is the increased flood rate achieved at

higher pressure for given well indices and injection-

production well ptessure difference. Calculations

for high and low pressure levels using a specified
pressure difference have given similar curves of oil

recovery vs time. However, even in this case, the
ratio of STB oil recovered per STB steam injected

is still considerably larger at lower flood pressure.

MODEL RUNNING TIME

One-dimensional runs require about 0.005 seconds
per grid block per time step on the CDC 66oo. The
two- and three-dimensional runs described in this

paper required about 0,007 seconds per block-step.

A 20-block one-dimensional steamflood, using the

data described above for the representative field-

scale flood cal~’~lation, required 21 CDC 6600
seconds and took 23o time steps. This model

performance was unaffected by the occurrence or
absence of flow blockage. Shutlerg reported that

his formulation required less than 15 minutes of

IBM 360/65 time and 250 time steps for a 20-block

one-dimensional steamflood where ilow blockage did

not occur. This is a rime requirement of 0,036

equivalent CDC 6600 seconds per block-step, using
a factor of five in computing s eeds of the two

machines. AbdalIa and Coatsrl reported time

requirements of 0.008 and 0.01 CDC 6600 seconds

per block-step for one- and two-dimensional problems,

respectively.
Earlier in the paper we discussed two methods of

evaluating terms arising in implicit treatment of

transmissibilities. Using the more stable method,

the model required 320 CDC 6600 seconds for the

three-dimensional 6-year representative field-scale

run described above. This computer time rose to

530 seconds when the less stable method was
employed, The steam stimulation example required

133 CDC 6600 seconds for the three stimulation

cycles.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A new formulation and method of solution has

been presented for three-dimensional modeling of

steam injection processes. This formulation allows
for simultaneously solving rhe fluid mass and

energy balances and eliminates the need for iterating

on the mass transfer (condensation) term. Use of
implicit transmissibilities in the model contributes

to the stability and efficiency of the calculations.

Running time requirements for the model are less

than those for previously described formulations.

Laboratory steamflood data are reported for a 1/4
●five-spot exhibiting three-dimensional flow effects.

These data include temperature distributions and

oil recovery vs time and allow checking of

assumptions and accuracy of numerical models.
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All of our model comparisons with experimental

data exhibit calculated oil recovery curves lying

below the experimental curves. We performed many

model runs with altered data in attempts to reduce
the differences between calculated and observed

oil recovery. Of all the rock and fluid input data,
the water relative permeability curve consistently

showed the strongest effect on this disparity. Our

tentative conclusion is that temperature dependence

of relative permeability must be incorporated in the
model to adequately re reduce observed oil recovery.

Previous authors, g-l ? to the contrary, concluded
that their models, using no such temperature

dependence, agreed satisfactorily with experimental

data.
We found a pronounced difference in calculated

areal conformance of a confined five-spot as

calculated using parallel and diagonal grids. As
stated previously, we have been unable to determine

which, if either, of these grids yields the correct

conformance. Possible approaches to this question
include comparisons with detailed experimental

data, use of variational or higher-order finite-

difference schemes in the model, and use of
orthogonal, but nonrectangular, grid networks.

Model calculations indicate a strong effect of

steamflood pressure level on recovery. In spite of
lower oil viscosity at higher pressure levels,

recovery is considerably greater at lower flood

pressure.

Model calculations for 6- to 10-in .-thick laboratory

models and 60-ft-thick field cases show pronounced

steam override. This indicates the need for thre:
dimensional modeling in cases of unconfined
patterns or irregular well spacing. For the confined

five-spot, a diagonal grid results in such high

calculated areal conformance that a two-dimensional

wedge-shaped cross-section yields the same results

as a full three-dimensional calculation, A parallel

grid, however, gives low areal conformance and

leads to the necessity of three-dimensional modeling

for the confined five-spot.
An example problem indicates that the model

formulation can efficiently simulate the single-well,

cyclic steam stimulation problem. Comparison of
water prod~ction in this example with reported

production in field cases tends to indicate a need
for temperature dependence of water relative

permeability.

b=

boi –
bwi =

c.

Cp =
CT =

fro =
H=

DECEMBER. 1

NOMENCLATURE

formation volume factor, S1’B/RB for

oil, mol/RB for water and steam

oil formation volume factor at TiJ pi

water formation volume factor at Tij pi

compressibility, vol/vol-psi

specific heat, Btu/lb-° F

thermal expansion coefficient, vol/

vol-° F

fractional flow of water

enthalpy
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k=

kf =

K=

NX, NY, NZ =

qc =

qH .

qL .

qw .

/)=

pi 7

P’. =

Tw =
s.

S~i =
t=

At =
T,

T= =

To, Tg =

T, =

u =
v=

X,y, z=

4%, .fy, .42 =

z --
8=
)/.

p ::
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i
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im

i,j, k=
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0.

ob :

Rorr -

W =

DIFFERENCE

A(Tw A#rw) =

permeability

elative permeability

hermal conductivity, Btu/°F-ft-day

lumbers of grid blocks in reservoir in

x, y and z directions, respectively

ate of steam condensation in grid
block

ate of enthalpy production frorr _

block qwHw + qo~fo + 9gHg

ate of he~t loss from grid block

ate of production of water from grid

block

xessure

nitial reservoir pressure

:apillary pressure

wellbore radius

saturation

initial water saturation

time

~ime increment, tn+ ~ - tn

temperature

heat conduction transmissibility, (KA1

enthal~y transmissibility, 7’,,, }{,,, - I

.. .>
initial reservoir temperature

oil and gas transmissibilities

temperature of saturated steam

water transmissibility, (Ail,:f) hl{,kr,,. ‘

Pw

internal energy

grid block volume, \x. Iy. k

Cartesian coordinates

grid block dimensions

depth measured vertically downward

time difference operator (see Eq. 11)

specific weight, pg/144gC, psi/ft

viscosity, cp

density, lb/cu ft

porosity, fraction

gas

initial condition

grid block indices

time level tn

oil

overburden

reck

water

OPERATORS
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‘X(TW AxPw) = ‘Wi+fi, f,k(Pu,iil, j,k - pwi, j,k) -
(‘wi-%, j,k pwi, j, k - pwi-l, j,k)
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APPENDIX

HE.4T-LOSS CA1.CULATION

The top and bottom plan. s of a three-dimensional

grid will lose heat by conduction to adjacent strata

as formation temperature rises due to steam or

hot-water injection. Discussion here is restricted

to the overburden since treatment of the underlying
strata is identical. The temperature in the over-

burden obeys the conduction equation.

We assume that the overburden acts as a semi-infinite

medium vertically. Lateral overburden boundaries
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(at reservoir grid boundary) are assumed closed to
heat flow. The initial and boundary conditions for
Eq. A-1 are thus

T(x, w++l ) =T, (w,zJn+,)

T(X>Y$Z,O) = Ti

T(x,y,o,t) = TR(x,y,t) Z = O,X, y E R

T(xjyj~$t) = Ti

$T,;=O all t, x, y, z E s

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (A-2)

where z is measured upward from the reservoir-

overburden plane f?; Ti is initial temperature; TR
is the variable reservoir temperature at z = O; S is

the overburden lateral surface boundary coinciding
in x-y dimensions with the exterior reservoir

boundary; and ; is the ncrmal to S.
We assume uniform or constant Kob and (Pcp)ob

and negligible effects of heat conduction in the x

and y directions. These assumptions reduce the

heat-loss equation (Eq. 38) to

K ~2:- (Pcp)ob:’ “ “ o “ .(A-3)

‘b az

This equation is represented by the standard

central-difference, implicit finite-difference form

over a variably spaced grid using small ‘k at the

reservoir-overburden boundary and increasing .12

away from the boundary. At the end of each time

step the finite-difference equation is solved using

the known boundary temperature change that occurred

over the time step to yield the current temperature

distribution in the overburden.
At the beginning of each time step (t,,), then, we

we have the finite-difference equivalent of T(x, y, -z,
tn). The solution T to the equation is separated

into two components, T1 and T2. TI satisfies Eq.

A-3 and the initial and boundary conditions

T1 (x,y,o, t) = T(x, y,o, tn) tn<t<tn +1

T, (x,y,z, tn) = T(x, y,z, tn) , . . .(A-4)

and T2 satisfies Eq. A-3 and the conditions

T2(x, y,o, t) = 1 tn<t<tn+,

T2(x, y,z, tn) = O s . “ ‘ m “ . 0 ‘(A-5)

The solution T (x, y, 2, tn+l) corresponding to a

temperature change of t3T at the boundary over the

in + tn+l time step is then the sum

+ T2(X, y,z, tn+, )6T . . . . .(A-6)

From the finite-difference equivalent of TI, we

calculate the rate of heat ioss that would occur
during the time step if no boundary (reservoir)
temperature change occurred, ?f:n. The solution T2
allows calculation of the additional heat-loss rate

that will occur if boundary (k = 1) temperature
increases by 8T. Thus, the heat-loss rate for each

reservoir grid block in the top plane of the reservoir

grid is of the form

q~ = q~n +a6T . . . . . . . . . ..(A-7)

.
The one-dimensional finite-difference solution of

Eq. A-3 must be performed each time step for each

column of overburden — i .e. , for each reservoir grid

block (i, j,l) i=l, NX, j. 1, NY, If /VZ - 1, then the

heat loss calculated for the overburden is simply

doubled to account for heat loss to the underlying

strata. If NZ > 1, this one-dimensional calculation

must also be performed for each grid block in the
lowest plane (i, ], NZ), i - 1, NX, j = I, NY.

Storage requirements for this heat-loss calculation

for the three-dimensional case, using six grid
blocks to represent the overburden, consist of

5. N,Y. NY locations for temperature in the overburden
and for the underlying strata. The total requirement

of 10. NX. NY locations is equivalent to only two

full three-dimensional arrays in a problem where
N.2- 5. Thus the storage requirement is not a serious

concern. The computing time requirement for this

heat-loss calculation is insignificant —less than 3

percent of total computing time.

The validity of neglecting the x- and y-direction

conduction terms was checked by comparing model

runs with a simple conduction-convection model. A

program was written to solve the implicit finite-

difference representation of the conduction-

convection heat equation.

This equation describes heat transport by conduction

and convection in a water-saturated two-dimensional
porous medium. The program was written to treat

either an x-z Cartesian system or an x-r cylindrical

systsm. Cps and p~ are specific heat and density,

respectively, of solid-sand grains in a core, or of
instdatior surrounding the core,

This conduction-convection model was used for

two purposes. First, fine-grid runs were made to

allow checki~g of the steam model heat-loss
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calculation. Steam model runs were conducted to

simulate hot water injection into a reservoir
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initially saturated 100 percent with cold wate

?Comparisons with the conduction-convection mode

showed satisfactory agreement between temperature
distributions when five or more blocks were used to
represent the overburden in the steam model.

Accuracy of the conduction-convection model

solution was indicated by insensitivity to further

grid refinement and by exact heat balances. Explicit

treatment of the convection term in Eq. A-8 also

results in more accuracy for a given grid than does

implicit trearment.
The second application of the conduction-

convection model was for checking the assumption

regarding x- and y-direction overburden conduction

effects. The model has been run for a wide variety
of x-z configurations and has consistently shown

virtually no effect on reservoir temperatures due to

overburden lateral conduction. We found no

significant effect of lateral overburden conduction

on reservoir temperatures in any flood type of run.
The effect of this lateral conduction is detectable

in single-well steam stimulation runs where the

heated zone remains near the well and heat is

continuously lost laterally by conduction through
both the reservoir and the overburden. But even in

this case, we found a maximum error in reservoir
temperatures due to neglect of lateral overburden

conduction of several degrees relative to temperature

c~langes of several hundred degrees. The error in

reservoir temperature change was on the order of 4
percent or less.

Another option of heat-loss calculation included

in the numerical model embodies a simplified
version of Weinstein’s variational method .’2*}2g

This version assumes that conduction is negligible

in the x and y directions in the overburden. The

variational method was applied to two test problems

and compared with the superposition method and the
finite-difference method using six layers. The

superposition method gave the true solution,

wtlereas the other methods provided approximations.
In the first test problem, there “was assumed a

sequence of temperatures on the boundary that

contained four temperatures reversals. Although all

results were close to one another, the variational

method gave results between those from the other

two. Another test problem used the temperatures

inside the reservoir on a quarter of a five-spot
pattern simulated on a 5 x 5 grid. The variational
method was again found to give results closer to

those of the superposition method compared with

the finite-difference method. The variational method

needs five additional arrays, comparable with the
finite-difference method using six layers. The

computer time requirement of the variational method

was also found to be comparable with that of the

finite-difference method us;m~ ~i~ Iavers.
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